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Abstract: A Buddhist technical term in Christian Sogdian. This article surveys the Indian (Sanskrit and Prakrit) loanwords used in the Christian literature in Sogdian, including some which have not been noticed previously. In particular, it discusses a possible borrowing of the Buddhist Sanskrit technical term *citta-saṃtāna*, used in a Christian Sogdian text in the sense “train of thought”. Finally, it raises the question whether *sksʾr*, the Buddhist Sogdian equivalent of Sanskrit *saṃsāra*- “cycle of existence”, may result from a confusion between this term and *saṃskāra*- “conditioned state”.
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The texts extant in Sogdian include a considerable number belonging to the literature of three major religions: Buddhism, Manicheism and Christianity. Although the Buddhist texts were mostly translated from Chinese, they contain a substantial Indian (Sanskrit and Prakrit) vocabulary, including both everyday words and Buddhist technical terms. The Manichean texts too employ a considerable number of Indian and Buddhist loanwords, which is not surprising in view of the attempt of the Manichean missionaries to present their religion in a Buddhist guise in order to attract converts in Central Asia and China.

The Indian vocabulary found in the Christian texts is naturally much less in quantity. In a survey published many years ago I noted ten such words (Sims-Williams 1983: 140): ’*qʾc* “sky”, *fcmbd* “world”, *grm* “evil action”, *qwtr* “family”, *mxʾqʾr* “Mahākāla”, *rtn-* “jewel”, *snbtsr* “astrologer”, *smwtr*- “sea”, *wynʾ* “harp” and *yqš-* “yakṣa, fiend”. A few

1 The old idea that this word was an adaptation of *jambudvīpa* (Sims-Williams 1983: 136 with references in fn. 35) must be given up. However, if *fcmbd* is a compound of Sogdian *ʃl*- “seven” and *ʃanpaδ* < Sanskrit *janapada*- “nation, empire, inhabited country” (Humbach 1972: 45–6; Sims-Williams 2014: 44–5) it still has at least a partially Indian etymology.
further items can now be added to the list: $fywr$ “pill” < $guṭikār$, $rwq$ “disease” < $roga$; $mwδy$ “price” < $mūlya$ (Sims-Williams 2015: 19), $prʾny$ “insect” < $prānaka$ (Sims-Williams 2015: 39). Yet another, apparently unrecognized so far, is $dʾwṣy$, $dwṣy”neighbour”; which probably derives from Sanskrit $adhivāsā$.

Almost all of these words are also attested in Buddhist and Manichean Sogdian texts. One of them, the word for “price”, is already attested in the form $mwδy$ in the Sogdian “Ancient Letters” of the early 4th century, and others, such as $ʾqʾc”sky” (probably borrowed via Parthian), $fcmbd”world”, $qwtr”family”, $snwtr”sea”, no doubt belonged to the Sogdian core vocabulary. As I wrote in 1983: “In general… Indian words which occur in the Christian Sogdian literature may be assumed to be fully naturalized and to belong to the oldest stratum of Indian loanwords in Sogdian. The only probable exceptions to this generalization are those words which are used in Christian Sogdian in polemical contexts: $qrm”evil action, evil fate” in an anti-Manichean tract; $mxʾqʾr”Mahākāla”, which serves as translation of the name of the heathen deity Apollo; $yqšyšt”friends”, used as an epithet of the persecuting Zoroastrians. Such words as these may have been taken over from Manichean and Buddhist usage” (Sims-Williams 1983: 136). The recently discovered medical terms such as $fywr$ “pill” and $rwq”disease” may form a second group of exceptions, being adopted into Sogdian, possibly at a quite late date, as part of the prestigious Ayurvedic medical tradition.

It is notable that the Indian words collected above do not include any which could be described as Buddhist technical terms. In this respect the Indian vocabulary of the Christian Sogdian texts is very different not only from that of the Buddhist texts but also of the Manichean texts, which make use of terms such as $bwt”Buddha”, $βwsndyy”fast” (Buddhist Sanskrit $upoṣadha$), $cxʾpō”commandment, moral precept” ($śikṣāpada$, another word transmitted via Parthian), $dʾrm”law” ($dharma$), $pwrnyʾny”meritorious act” ($puṣya$), with suffix influenced by the antonym $ʾkrʾnyḥ”sin”). The absence from the Christian texts of such Buddhist terminology is not surprising, given that the two religions have little in common. All the more interesting, therefore, is the possible borrowing of a Buddhist technical term to be proposed here.

Recently I published a series of excerpts from the writings of the seventh-century Christian ascetic Isaac of Nineveh in Sogdian translation. One of these excerpts contains the previously unknown word $smtʾn$ in the following context:3

pʾt $mḥṣyš ʾšmʾrʾq ʾḥqt $pṛym(d)n[t] […] $ṣnqʿ ʾt nʾpcmʾɾycʾq ʾyct . $wʾnʾ $byʾnʾ $qy (š)[mʾrʾ] $zntysqʾn $pʾ $mʾxʾ. $t $ms $pṛymd $smtʾn ʾšmʾ(r)[ʾbʾdʾ] $ʾbʾ $ḥʾ $f$bʾys $s$nymsqʾn $mʾx $qw $wnʾ $zprʾcyq $ʾ[mbнт] $šʾ

“For constant thinking about these… little and inconsiderable things engenders in us that [thought] of God. And also, by means of this $smtʾn$ thought, [from time] to time we ascend in a vision to holy [intimacy] with Him…”

Here the phrase $smtʾn ʾšmʾ(r)[ʾ]”smtʾn thought” corresponds to $rnyʾʾšḥymʾ”ordinary (or: commonplace) thought” in the Syriac original. When editing this text I assumed that $smtʾn$  

---

2 These two terms occur, along with some less certain Indian terms, in a pharmacological fragment, see Sims-Williams/Maue in (Sims-Williams 2019: 89–94).

3 E28/14, R8–12, in (Sims-Williams 2017: 20–21). As noted in my edition, the identification of the text is due to Adrian Pirtea.
is an adjective synonymous with śhyām “ordinary” and described it as “a previously unknown word without any obvious etymology” (Sims-Williams 2017: 34). It now seems to me likely that the phrase smt’n śm’(r)’/ is part loanword, part translation of Buddhist Sanskrit citta-saṃtāna-. This expression is translated by Edgerton as “mental disposition, mentality” (Edgerton 1953: 555), but Jonathan Silk, who kindly advised me on this point, defines it as “stream of thought moments”. He explains: “Nothing continues through time, everything is momentary (ksanika) … everything that is part of existence (samsāra) in so far as it exists, exists moment to moment only. However, there is a continuity between these moments, and that is the saṃtāna, the flow or stream”. Amongst the Chinese equivalents of this Sanskrit expression, and of the synonymous citta-saṃtati-, are xin xiāngxu 心相續 or xiāngxu xin 相續心 (Soothill–Hodous 1937: 310).

It is not to be expected that the Christian translator who made use of the phrase smt’n śm’(r)’/ intended or even understood it in such a technical sense. He may rather have used it in a sense such as “train of thought”, i.e. a sequence of thoughts each leading to the next. In that case, although smt’n is not a literal translation of śhyām “ordinary”, the translator’s paraphrase represents the meaning of the text quite accurately. Isaac is arguing for the value of “small actions” or “small observances”, which, he says, lead to greater things: “What we discover by means of these small observances is as greatly exalted and glorious as fire is greater than the flint and iron from which it issues… Continuous reflection on these tiny and insignificant things gives birth in us to reflection on him [i.e. on God], and by means of this ordinary reflection on occasion we imagine that we are in luminous converse with him…”. The phrase “ordinary reflection” is effectively an abbreviated version of the preceding words “continuous reflection on these tiny and insignificant things”. The “reflection” to which Isaac refers is defined by two features. It is “ordinary”, that is, it concerns “tiny and insignificant things”, and it is “continuous”. In using the phrase “ordinary reflection” the Syriac original leaves “continuous” to be understood from the context, whereas the translator alludes to the “continuity” of thought by means of the term smt’n but leaves “ordinary” to be understood from the context.

One possible objection to the interpretation proposed here might be that the representation of m by m is somewhat unexpected. However, there is a close parallel in Parthian, where Sanskrit saṃsāra- appears as sm’sr. As Wilma Heston once pointed out to me, the form saṃsār is also attested in some modern Indian languages such as Urdu. Possibly such forms result from the reintroduction of the etymological [m] in place of the nasalized vowel or homorganic nasal indicated by m. A different, but equally unexpected, adaptation is found in the Sogdian form of saṃsāra-, which is written snks’sr, apparently [saṃsār], [sangsār] or [saṅksār]. In theory this spelling could be explained as due to adaptation to the unrelated Sogdian word attested in Christian Sogdian as sngs’sr “stoned, put to death by stoning”, but the meaning seems too distant for such a folk-etymological adaptation to be plausible. Once again I am grateful to Jonathan Silk for the ingenious suggestion that the Sogdian form might result from a confusion between the Buddhist terms saṃsāra- “cycle of existence” and saṃskāra- “conditioned state”. The confusion of these two terms seems to be quite well-attested. Prof. Silk refers me to a Sanskrit folio of the Ratnārāsi (see F.W. Thomas in Hoernle 1916: 119 with n. 10, 121) where saṃskāra-pakaṃkālaṃ must stand for “well-disposed towards the partisans of saṃsāra”, as shown both by the context and by the Tibetan translation. Similarly, in the Khotanese translation of the Saṃghāṭasūtra
(§ 253.73 in the edition of Canevascini 1993: 110, 158 n. 13), the phrase शकुग्यानु गान्ज्ये “faults of conditioned states” implies a Sanskrit text with *सांस्कार-दोषाणि rather than the transmitted text सांस्कार-दोषानि “faults of सांस्कार”. The converse, that is, सांस्कार translated as if it were सांसार, is quite common in early Chinese translations of Buddhist texts, including those by An Shigao, Lokaksesa and Dharmaraksa, all of whom employ the phrase 生死 “birth and death” for सांस्कार as well as for सांसार. According to some scholars (e.g. Deleanu 2003: 79–80 n. 30) such translations result from a confusion of the two terms in some Prakrit, but others (e.g. Vetter & Harrison 1998: 213, notes 7–8) take the opposite view.

A derivation of the Sogdian term snks’r from सांस्कार would of course imply a metathesis of [sk] to [ks]. Although the reason for such a metathesis is not self-evident, it may be easier to accept than a Sogdian [ŋ] as a replacement or realization of Sanskrit m.
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1 For these references I am grateful to Michael Radich.
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Аннотация: В статье рассматриваются заимствования из индийских языков (санскрита и пракрита), употребляемые в христианской литературе на согдийском языке (часть из которых ранее не разбиралась). Автор предполагает, что «технический» термин citta-saṃtāna-, заимствованный из буддийского санскрита, в христианском согдийском тексте используется в значении «поезд мысли».
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